TABLE 8.4 Major Subsistence Strategies
STRATEGY

DEFINITION

Generalized foraging

Subsistence based on a wide variety of wild
plants and animals

Specialized foraging

Subsistence based on a wide variety of wild
plants and animals, but specializing in one type

Pastoralism

Subsistence based on the herding of animals

Horticulture

Subsistence based on plant cultivation, using
only hand tools

Agriculture

Intensive plant cultivation, often with the aid of
animals and irrigation
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times described as hunters and gatherers. Prior to about 15,000 years ago, all people
were generalized foragers. In addition to being primarily dependent on a wide variety
of wild plants and animals, generalized foragers typically live in groups of less than 50
people, are egalitarian, and are highly mobile, moving at least several times each year
within their territory. There are few remaining generalized foraging groups today, but
some can be found in the Australian outback and parts of southern Africa.
Archaeological indicators of generalized foraging include a preponderance of wild
foods in cultural context; small, temporary settlements; and equal distribution of
resources. Because generalized foragers move frequently, pottery, which is often bulky
and relatively heavy, is rare in their settlements.
SPECIALIZED FORAGING

Also known as complex foraging or complex hunting and gathering, and probably
emerging about 15,000 years ago, specialized foraging describes a subsistence based
on a wide diversity of plants and animals, but with a primary dependence on a single
resource. A good example is the people of the northwest coast region of North America
who for several thousands of years had a diverse diet of dozens of different plants and
animals, but salmon was overwhelmingly predominant. The size of specialized foraging groups was typically in the range of a few hundred to a few thousand, although
they did not all reside together. Specialized foragers are also characterized by
semi-sedentism and marked social inequality.
Archaeological indicators of specialized foraging include a great diversity of animal
and botanical remains with a preponderance of one kind, semi-permanent villages,
and an unequal distribution of resources.
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